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Abstract
Using the data from the public database of the All Sky Automated Survey
(ASAS) we performed the very first light curve analyses of the three eclipsing
binary systems AO Aqr, CW Aqr and ASAS 012206-4924.7. The physical
parameters of the systems were determined by the PHOEBE (Prsˇa & Zwitter,
2005) software. From an analysis of the ASAS data it was concluded that
AO Aqr was found to be a contact binary system while CWAqr and ASAS 012206-
4924.7 were found to be near–contact and detached binaries, respectively.
Finally, the locations of the components, corresponding to the estimated
physical parameters, in the HR diagram were also discussed.
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1. Introduction
The All Sky Automated Survey (ASAS, Pojmanski (1997)) project started
in 1996 with the observations in the Southern hemisphere aimed at classifi-
cation and investigation about 107 stars that show photometric variability in
their light curves. The observations were carried out with the CCD cameras
having 4K and 2K resolutions in the V and I filters at the stations located
in Chile and Hawaii. The main scope of the survey was to form the ASAS
Catalog of Variable Stars (ACVS) and 39000 new variables were discovered
so far.
Brancewicz & Dworak (1980) included AO Aqr into their catalogue of
eclipsing binary stars. They listed the fundamental parameters of the compo-
nents and classified the system as F type with uncertainty. Giuricin, Mardirossian, & Mezzetti
(1983) categorized AO Aqr to be a contact binary system which mostly show
EW– and EB–type light curves in a statistical study of 1000 eclipsing binary
systems. Demartino et al. (1996) determined the accurate position of the sys-
tem by using the right ascension and declination values. Malkov et al. (2006)
grouped the system as EW–type with an orbital period of 0.6984 and the
spectral type of F. A variable classification catalogue based on the Northern
Sky Variability Survey was published by Hoffman, Harrison, & McNamara
(2009). The same authors classified the star as W UMa type with an orbital
period, position and magnitude values in different filters.
The star CW Aqr was first mentioned as a variable by Hoffmeister (1933).
The author provided some basic properties of 115 variable stars and noted
that CW Aqr is a binary system with a short orbital period. The system
was also classified as near–contact binary with spectral type of A9 by Shaw
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Table 1: Properties of the systems given by the ASAS database. Magnitudes
are given in the V filter. RA and DEC stand for the right ascension and the
declination for the systems.
System RA (h m s) DEC (d m s) Orbital Period (days) Magnitude (mag.)
AO Aqr 22 11 32 -22 47 12 0.48934 11.12
CW Aqr 22 19 22 -16 53 36 0.542913 10.64
ASAS 012206-4924.7 01 22 06 -49 24 42 2.225825 10.56
(1994). Malkov et al. (2006) included the system into their catalogue of
eclipsing binaries. The evolutionary status of the system was found to be
near–contact showing EB-type light curve according to their classification.
Although no other study focusing on the star ASAS 012206-4924.7 was
available in the literature the fundamental parameters of the system (orbital
period, a time of minimum light and magnitude in the V filter) were given
by the ASAS database (Table 1). The system is also included as eclipsing
detached binary in the ASAS catalogue.
In this paper we present the details of the first analyses of the ASAS
light curves in the next section. The light elements and absolute parameters
are given in Sect. 3. We briefly discuss our results and the evolutionary
properties of the systems in the last section.
2. Light Curve Analyses
We performed the analyses of the light curves by using the PHOEBE soft-
ware (Prsˇa & Zwitter, 2005). The software, which is based on the Wilson–
Devinney code (Wilson & Devinney, 1971), applies the best fit with differ-
ential corrections to obtain the right values of the desired parameters for a
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given binary system. In this study, public data available in the ASAS Cat-
alogue of Variable Stars1 were used to determine the physical parameters of
the selected binaries.The ASAS data contain grade C and grade D points
that are mentioned as ”not measured” and ”useless” in the header of the
data files, therefore, we excluded these points from our solutions.
2.1. AO Aqr (ASAS 221132-2247.2)
To determine the physical parameters of AO Aqr we derived the effec-
tive temperature of the primary component from the value of B − V=0.64
mag given in the SIMBAD database (Wenger et al., 2000). Therefore, we as-
sumed the temperature T1=5750 K by using the correlation given by Flower
(1996). The result is in agreement with the other calculations given by
Brancewicz & Dworak (1980) and Malkov et al. (2006). The spectral type
of the system was determined as F by the same authors. For the light curve
solution of AO Aqr the time of minimum light T0, the orbital period of the
binary P , mass ratio q, inclination i, temperature of secondary component
T2, surface potential Ω1 = Ω2 and luminosity of the primary component L1
were set as free parameters. The albedo values A1,A2 were adopted from
Rucin´ski (1969) while the gravitational darkening coefficients g1, g2 were de-
rived from the values given by van Hamme (1993). The filling factor of the
binary was found to be f=74% using the formula f = Ωi−Ω
Ωi−Ωo
, where Ωi is
the inner and Ωo is the outer Lagrangian potentials. Table 2 lists the values
of parameters for the best fits during the analysis. The light curve with the
theoretical fit is plotted in Fig. 1.
1http://www.astrouw.edu.pl/asas/
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Table 2: Result of the light curve analysis.
Parameter AO Aqr CW Aqr ASAS 012206-4924.7
i (◦) 79.4(1) 73.4(4) 86.4(2)
q 0.288(6) 0.252(8) 0.59(2)
Ω1 2.31(1) 2.43(2) 7.42(2)
Ω2 Ω1 Ωcr = 2.35 5.34(1)
T1 (K) 5750 7700 6000
T2 (K) 5708(33) 5018(81) 5783(34)
r1 0.530(6) 0.482(8) 0.147(7)
r2 0.325(20) 0.266(4) 0.144(9)
L1
L1+L2+l3
0.753(7) 0.957(9) 0.56(3)
T0 (HJD-2450000) 4680.8776(83) 2144.6767(89) 2947.6559(156)
P (days) 0.489352(1) 0.542908(2) 2.225825(12)
2.2. CW Aqr (ASAS 221922-1653.6)
For CW Aqr, we followed the same steps explained as in the light curve
solution of AO Aqr. However, the temperature of the primary component
was calculated by considering the spectral type (A9V- assuming the star is
on the ZAMS) given by Shaw (1994). The temperature value of the hotter
component was estimated to be 7700 K that was fitted to the spectral type
using the correlation given by Cox (2000). In addition, since the system was
hypothesized to be semi–detached binary the analyses were performed in the
suitable mode of the PHOEBE software. Therefore, the surface potential value
of the secondary component Ω2 was set to the critical potential value of the
first Lagrangian point as distinct from the solution of AO Aqr. The light
curve fitting is plotted in Fig 1, and the resulting parameters are given in
Table 2.
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2.3. ASAS 012206-4924.7
The light curve analysis applied to the data by following the similar steps
was explained in the previous subsections. Since the system is suspected to
be a detached binary we set the potential values Ω1 and Ω2 as free parameters
in the detached binary mode of the program. The temperature of the primary
component was adopted from Flower (1996) for the correct B − V value by
using the magnitudes given in the SIMBAD database. The results can be seen
in Table 2. The light curves yielded by the solution are presented in Fig 1.
3. Discussion and Conclusion
We present the light curve solutions of the three binary systems selected
from the ASAS database. Our analyses are the first analyses of the systems
in the literature. The absolute parameters of the systems were determined
by using the results of the light curve solution and listed in Table 3. We used
the calibration between spectral type and mass values given by Cox (2000)
in order to calculate the masses of the primary components.
AO Aqr is a contact binary system. Contact binary systems are divided
into two subclasses (A– and W– type W UMa) by Binnendijk (1970) accord-
ing to morphology of their light curves. The system is found to be an A–type
W UMa based on this classification since the more massive component is oc-
culted during the primary eclipse. An important evolutionary indication of
these systems were made by Lucy (1968). Recently, Ste¸pien´ & Gazeas (2012)
developed a model for cool contact binaries. They remarked that the sys-
tems evolve from detached binaries that have orbital period of about 2 days.
As the massive star expands it fills the Roche lobe and starts to transfer
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Figure 1: The theoretical light curves are compared to observations for
ASAS 012206-4924.7 (a), CW Aqr (c) and AO Aqr (e). The geometric con-
figurations of ASAS 012206-4924.7 (b), CW Aqr (d) and AO Aqr (f) at 0.25
phase are drawn according to our results
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mass to the less massive component. When the mass ratio reverse the rapid
mass transfer ends and the contact system is formed by the contribution of
angular momentum loss. It should be noted that angular momentum plays
an important role in the case of evolution of contact phase. Therefore, the
evolution ends in a rapidly rotating single star formed by the process of merg-
ing of the components. In our study we compare our parameters obtained
by the analysis of AO Aqr with the parameters of the contact binaries on
mass–radius plane (Fig. 2). The results are in a good agreement with the
other 100 contact systems given by Yildiz & Dog˘an (2013). The location of
the components, corresponding to the determined physical parameters, in
the HR diagram is shown in Fig. 3. The primary component is very close to
the TAMS while the secondary one is located slightly below the ZAMS.
The filling factor of the primary component (f = r/rL) of CW Aqr was
found to be 96% using the volume radius of the Roche lobe given by Eggleton
(1983):
rL =
0.49q
2
3
0.6q
2
3 + ln(1 + q
1
3 )
(1)
Therefore, the component is very close to the Roche lobe which proves that
the binary is a near–contact system as listed by Shaw (1994). Our results
show that the system can be considered as a member of the FO Virginis
class according to the near–contact classification of Shaw (1994) since the
secondary component is at its Roche lobe and the light curve does not show
any noticeable difference between the two maxima. Shaw (1994) proposed
that these type of binaries would be the progenitors of A–type W UMa sys-
tems. CW Aqr is shown on the mass-radius plane with other 31 near–contact
systems whose parameters were adopted from Hilditch, King, & McFarlane
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Table 3: Absolute parameters of the system derived from the light curve
solution results. The effective temperature of the sun is set to 5780 K.
Parameter AO Aqr CW Aqr ASAS 012206-4924.7
P S. P S P S
M (M⊙) 1.19 0.34(1) 1.68 0.4(2) 1.19 0.9(1)
R (R⊙) 1.64(2) 0.9(1) 1.7(1) 0.93(6) 1.4 1.4(2)
L (L⊙) 2.62(6) 0.7(2) 9.9(1.3) 0.49(7) 2.2(5) 1.8(5)
T (K) 5750 5708(33) 7700 5018(81) 6000 5783(33)
a (R⊙) 3.1(1) 3.7(1) 9.5(4)
(1988) in Fig. 2. The components of the system were placed in the same po-
sition as expected from a near–contact binary. The location of the primary
and secondary components in the HR diagram indicate that both components
are close to the ZAMS. The evolutionary tracks of the stars having initial
mass values of 1.7 M⊙ and 0.7 M⊙ overlap with the locations of primary and
secondary components (slightly above the ZAMS),respectively.
As aforementioned above, the cooler contact binaries evolve from the de-
tached systems with period of about 2 days in the binary model of Ste¸pien´ & Gazeas
(2012). Accordingly, the star ASAS 012206-4924.7, with the period of about
2.2 days, can be considered as a candidate in the similar scenario. As can be
seen in Fig. 2, The position of the components is in a good agreement with
the other 160 detached binaries cataloged by Southworth (2014). In the HR
diagram (Fig. 3), the primary and secondary components are situated on the
same evolutionary tracks of the stars with initial masses of 1.1 M⊙ and 1.0
M⊙ .
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Figure 2: The position of the components of the systems in different mass-
radius planes. The left panel shows the agreement between the components
of AO Aqr to other 100 contact binaries while 31 near–contact systems are
located with the components of CW Aqr in the middle panel. The right
panel is a plot of the components of ASAS 012206-4924.7 with 168 detached
systems. Filled and open circles indicate the primary and secondary com-
ponents of the systems taken from literature. The primary and secondary
components of the targets, on the other hand, are represented by filled and
open squares. ZAMS data are taken from Girardi et al. (2000).
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Figure 3: Location of the components of the systems on the Hertzsprung–
Russell diagram. Filled symbols refer to primary components while the empty
symbols denote the secondaries. The triangles are used to symbolize the con-
tact binary AO Aqr. The squares indicate the components of semi–detached
binary CW Aqr. The circles show the detached system ASAS 012206-4924.7.
The evolutionary tracks represent the evolution for the stars having initial
masses of 1.7, 1.1, 1.0 and 0.7 M⊙ from left to right. Finally, the thick solid
line and the dashed line stand for ZAMS and TAMS, respectively. The evo-
lutionary tracks for Z=0.019 and ZAMS data are taken from Girardi et al.
(2000).
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